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The aim of the paper is to compare the bias of selected ERA-Interim driven RCM projections when evaluated to
gridded observation data (regridded to the same resolution as the considered RCM output) with those evaluated
against station data to isolate the representativeness issue from the downscaling performance. The comparison has
to be done for experiments of the COST action VALUE, so the same data period (1979-2008) and the same set
consisting of 85 stations were used. As a gridded observations the EOBs data from the gridpoints closest to selected
stations were used. The comparison was made for daily precipitation totals as well as daily minimum, maximum
and mean temperature. A lot of indices were analysed to weigh up representativeness issues for marginal and
temporal aspects. Relevant marginal aspects are described by average and extreme values distributions, whereas
temporal aspects are presented by seasonality and length of extremespells. Set of indices used in VALUE experiment 1 is calculated for each dataset (stations, EOBs, selected RCM outputs) and biases of RCM outputs against
station and EOBs data are obtained and compared. Those with most significant changes are analysed in details.

